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Abstract: Let )2,(dC , )2,(dAC , and )2,(dCC  be the largest order of a Cayley 

graph of a group, an Abelian group, and a cyclic group, respectively, of diameter 2 and 

degree d. The currently known best lower bounds on these parameters are 

2/)1()2,( 2 ddC  for degrees 12  qd  where q  is an odd prime power, 

)4)(8/3()2,( 2  ddAC  where 24  qd  for an odd prime power q , and 

)2,(dCC )2)(3)(25/9(  dd  for 35  pd  where p  is an odd prime such 

that 2p mod 3 . For diameter two we present a construction  for `large' Cayley graphs 

of semidirect products of groups out of `small' Cayley graphs of cyclic groups, such that the 

ratio of the order of the graph to the square of the degree of the graph is approximately the 

same for both the input and the output graphs. As a consequence we obtain a lower bound 

on )2,(dC  of the form )()25/9( 2 dOd   for a much larger variety of degrees than those 

listed above. 
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1 Introduction 

The interest in Cayley graphs and digraphs of given diameter and degree, and of 

order as large as possible, has been motivated by problems in group theory, graph 

theory, and theoretical computer science. 

In group theory the interplay between the order, degree, and diameter has been 

studied in terms of bases. A h -basis of a finite group G  is a subset B  of G such 

that every element of G  is a product of h  not necessarily distinct elements of B . 

The most intristuing question in the study of h -basis is whether or not for each 

2h  there is a constant hc  such that every finite group G has a h -basis B  

satisfyiing h
h GcB /1 , see [9, 10]. Using Classification of the Finite Simple 
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Groups an afirmative answer was given in [2, 3], with the value 3/42 c . For 

larger h , the existence of hc  was establishes only for various restricted types of 

groups [10, 4, 1] and the question is still very much open. 

The problem translates into the language of graph theory by means of constructing 

minimal generating sets in groups such that the corresponding Cayley digraph has 

diameter h . The study of such digraphs is part of the degree-diameter problem 

which was initiated about fifty years ago and asks for identification of the largest 

graphs and digraphs of given degree and diameter. For history and latest 

development in the degree-diameter problem we recommend the survey [8] and 

the recent paper [5]. Not surprisingly, research into the degree-diameter problem 

was also motivated by questions in the design of interconnection networks in 

theoretical computer science; we again refer to [8] for more information. 

In this paper we will only consider constructions of undirected Cayley graphs of 

diameter two, trying to make their order as large as possible. We therefore review 

related results on large Cayley graphs of given diameter and degree only in the 

special case of diameter 2 . 

Let G  be a finite group and let S  be unit-free generating set for G  such that 
1 SS , that is, we assume that S  is closed under taking inverse elements. The 

Cayley graph ),( SGCay  has vertex set G , and two vertices Ghg ,  are joined 

by an edge if Shg 1
. Since this condition is equivalent to Sgh 1

 because of 

1 SS , the Cayley graph ),( SGCay  is undirected. Obviously, the degree of 

),( SGCay  is S , and the diameter of ),( SGCay  is 2  if and only if every non-

identity element of G \ S  is a product of two elements from S . 

For an arbitrary integer 3d  we let )2,(dC , )2,(dAC , and )2,(dCC  denote 

the largest order of a Cayley graph of a group, an Abelian group, and a cyclic 

group, respectively, of diameter 2  and degree d . From results summed up in [8] 

one can extract the upper bounds 1)2,( 2  ddC  and )2,(dCC  

2/1)2,( 2dddAC   for all 3d . Our interest, however, will be in the 

corresponding lower bounds. 

It appears that the currently known best lower bounds on these parameters are 

quite far from the upper bounds. For general Cayley graphs the best lower bound 

is 2/)1()2,( 2 ddC  but we only have it for degrees 12  qd  where q  is an 

odd prime power [11]. In the Abelian case the best available estimate is 

)4)(8/3()2,( 2  ddAC  (where 24  qd  for an odd prime power q , and for 

cyclic groups we have )2)(3)(25/9()2,(  dddCC  for 35  pd  where p  is 

an odd prime such that 2p mod 3 ; both results have been proved in [6]. By [7] 
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the only known lower bound on )2,(dC  valid for all d  is the inequality 

    .2/)2(2/)2()2,()2,(  dddACdC  For degrees 20d  the values of 

)2,(dC  or their estimates that have been found with the help of computers can be 

looked up in the tables [12]. 

Our aim is to derive similar bounds for wider sets of degrees. In Section 2 we 

present, for diameter 2 , a construction that takes as the input a Cayley graph of a 

cyclic group and produces a larger Cayley graph of a semidirect product of 

groups, such that the ratio of the order of the graph to the square of the degree of 

the graph is approximately the same for both Cayley graphs. We apply the 

construction to deriving new lower bounds on )2,(dC  in Section 3. In particular, 

our best estimate on )2,(dC  has the form )()25/9( 2 dOd   for a much larger 

variety of degrees than those listed above. In the course of our presentation we 

also discuss a few related questions. 

2 The Construction 

Our construction is based on the following general theorem. 

Theorem 1 Assume that d  and k  are such that there exists a Cayley graph of 

degree d  and diameter 2  for a cyclic group of order k  with an involution-free 

generating set. Let n  be a product of (not necessarily distinct) prime powers, each 

congruent to 1  mod k . Then there exists a Cayley graph of order kn2 , diameter 

2 , and degree )1(2  ndn . 

Proof. Let k  be as in the statement of our theorem. Let n  have a factorization 

mqqqn ...21  in which all the (not necessarily distinct) prime powers iq  are 

congruent to 1  mod k . For mi 1  let )( ii qGFF   be the Galois field of order 

iq . Further, let iii FFH   for mi 1 , and let mHHHH  21 . Since 

1iq mod k  for mi 1 , in the (cyclic) multiplicative group of iF  there exists 

an element i  of order k . Then, for each ,i  mi 1 , the cyclic group kZ  has 

an action on iH  given by assigning, to every kZj , the automorphism of 

iii FFH   given by taking the element iii Hvu ),(  onto the element 

iii
j

i Hvu ),( . The product of these actions gives a homomorphism   from kZ  

into the automorphism group )(HAut  of the group H . Consider the semidirect 

product         corresponding to the homomorphism  . 

We will write a general element of G  in the concise form )),,(( jvu ii  where 

kZj  and the part ),( ii vu  stands for the m2 tuple ),;;,;,( 2211 mm vuvuvu   
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with iiiii FFHvu ),(  and mi 1 . With this notation, operation in the 

semidirect product         is given by 

)),,(()),,)((),,(( '''''' jjvvuujvujvu iii
j

iiiiii    

and the inverse to )),,(( jvug ii  is )),,((1 jvug ii
j

i 
  . 

By our assumption, we have a Cayley graph ),( SZCay k  for an involution-free 

generating set S  of kZ  such that dS  , with the property that every non-zero 

element of SZk \  is a sum of two elements from S . Obviously, the set S  can be 

partitioned into two subsets 'S  and };{ '' SssS   such that Ø''  SS  

and SSS  '' . In what follows we fix such a partition. 

We now introduce a generating set for G . First, let 

iiii FuGsuuY  ;)),,{((  and }'Ss . 

By the formula for inverses in G  we have (replacing iu  with iu ) 

iiii
s

i FusuuY   );),,{((1   and }'Ss . 

We will also need another subset 
'Y  of G  given by 

iiii FuuuY  );0),,0((),0),0,{(('
 and 0iu for some }i ; 

observe that 
'1')( YY 
. Finally, let 

'1 YYYX  
; clearly, X  is a unit-free 

subset of G  such that 
1 XX . 

Obviously, knG 2  and )1(2  nndX . In the remaining part of the proof 

we show that the Cayley graph ),( XGCay  has diameter 2 . This is equivalent to 

showing that every non-identity element Gg  such that Xg  is a product of 

two elements from X . We will consider several cases depending on the last 

coordinate of g . 

We begin with )0),,(( ii vug  . Since g  is not in X , at least one iu  and also at 

least one 'i
v  are non-zero. Then, g  is a product of two elements from XY '

 as 

follows: 

).0),,0)((0),0,(()0),,(( iiii vuvug   

If )),,(( svug ii  with 
'Ss , then ii vu   for at least one i  as Xg . Then, g  

is a product of two generators from YY '
 of the form 

).),,)((0),,0(()),,(( suuuvsvug iiiiii   
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In the case when )),,(( svug ii   for some 'Ss  we let i
s
ii uw   for mi 1 . 

Since Xg , it follows that ii vw   for at least one i . One can check that g  is 

now a product of two generators in XYY  1'
 of the form 

).),,)((0),,0(()),,(( swwwvsvug ii
s

iiiii    

The last case to consider is )),,(( jvug ii  where iii Hvu ),(  are arbitrary, and 

SZj k \  such that 0j . By our assumption on the graph ),( XZCay k , there 

exists ', Sts   such j  is equal to either ts  , or ts  , or else ts  . We show 

that either way g  is a product of two elements from XYY  1
. We give 

details only in the third case when tsj  , leaving the first two (and easier) 

cases to the reader. The key is to show that there are elements ),),,(( sxx ii
s

i   

XYtyy ii
t

i   1)),,(( such that 

)),,)((),,(()),,(( tyysxxtsvug ii
t

iii
s

iii    . 

Evaluating the product we obtain 

)),),((()),,(( tsyxyxtsvu iii
t

i
s

ii
s

iii    . 

For each ,i  mi 1 , the 22  linear system 

iiiii
ts

ii
s

i vyxuyx   ,  

has a solution iii Fyx ,  since the determinant of the system is )1( t
i

s
i

   , 

which is non-zero for any ', Sts   by the choice of i . This proves the existence 

of the two generators Xsxx ii
s

i  )),,((  and Xtyy ii
t

i  )),,((  in the above 

product for g . 

Summing up, our arguments imply that the Cayley graph ),( XGCay  has diameter 

2 , order kn2
 and degree )1(2  nnd .                                                                 □  

3 Applications 

Theorem 1 allows us to construct, from an infinite sequence of diameter-two 

Cayley graphs of cyclic groups, a new infinite sequence of diameter-two Cayley 

graphs of non-Abelian groups, such that the ratio of the order of the graph to the 

square of the degree of the graph is approximately the same for both the input and 

the output graphs. We formalize this as follows. 
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Corollary 1  Suppose that there is a positive constant   and increasing infinite 

sequences of positive integers ld  and lk  with 2/ ll dk  as l , such that 

for every 1l  there is a Cayley graph of degree ld  and diameter 2  for a cyclic 

group of order lk  with an involution-free generating set. Then, for every 1l  and 

for any positive integer ln  which is a product of prime powers all congruent to 1  

mod k , there is a Cayley graph of order lll knk 2   and degree l lldn  

);1(2 ln  moreover,  2/ llk  as l . 

Proof  Most of the statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 1. The fact that 

 2/ llk  as l  follows from the assumption 2/ ll dk  as l  by an 

easy limit calculation.                                                                        □ 

The obvious advantage of our Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 in constructions of 

`large' Cayley graphs of a given degree and diameter 2  is a much wider variety of 

degrees of the resulting graphs. The drawback is that the output graphs are Cayley 

graphs for non-Abelian groups. Nevertheless, in the absence of more general 

results our approach appears to be fruitful. We illustrate this on two examples in 

which the input sequences are the currently largest Cayley graphs of cyclic groups 

of diameter 2  and given degree described in [6]. 

In Theorem 3 of [6] it was proved that )2)(3)(25/9()2,(  dddCC  for 

35  pd  where p  is an odd prime such that 2p  mod 3, by exhibiting a 

Cayley graph of diameter 2  for a cyclic group of order )1(9 pp  with an 

involution-free generating set of size 35  pd . Applying our Theorem 1 to this 

situation we immediately obtain: 

Corollary 2  Let p  be an odd prime such that 2p  mod 3 . Let n  be a product 

of prime powers, each congruent to 1  mod )1(9 pp . Then, there exists a Cayley 

graph of order )1(9 2 ppn , degree 2)15(  np , and diameter 2 . In particular, 

we have a lower bound on )2,(dC  of the form )()25/9( 2 dOd   for all degrees 

of the form cnpd 2)15(   where n  is as above, for any integer constant 

1c  while p . 

Proof  Letting )1(9  ppk , 35  pd , invoking the result of Theorem 3 of [6] 

outlined before the statement of the corollary and applying our Theorem 1, we 

obtain, for any n  as in the statement, the existence of a Cayley graph of order 

)1(9 22  ppnkn , degree 2)15()1(2  npnnd , and diameter 2 . We may 

extend the generating set X  constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 by any set of 

)1(2 c  non-involutory elements and their inverses, for any 1c ; this adds 

)1(2 c  to the degree but does not increase the diameter. For any such constant c  
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and for p  we therefore obtain Cayley graphs of degree cnpd 2)15(  , 

the same order )1(9 2 ppn , and diameter 2 . The conclusion about the lower 

bound on )2,(dC  follows.                                                                          □ 

This illustrates well the point raised earlier. We have started with the bound 

)2)(3)(25/9()2,(  dddCC , proved in [6] for a very restricted set of degrees 

of the form 35  pd  where p  is an odd prime such that 2p  mod 3 . Our 

Corollary 2 yields a lower bound on )2,(dC  of the asymptotic order 

)()25/9( 2 dOd   for a much wider set of degrees compared with the above, but 

our approach requires going beyond Abelian groups. 

For our second application we borrow another result of [6], namely, Theorem 4. It
 

gives, for each prime 2p  mod 3 , a Cayley graph of a cyclic group of order 

)1(3 pp  of diameter 2  and degree     )1/)1((22/2)1(3  rprp ) where 

 1 pr , with an involution-free generating set. Proceeding as in the proof of 

Corollary 2, but leaving out the obvious details, yields the following result. 

Corollary 3  Let p  be any prime such that 2p  mod 3 . Let n  be a product of 

prime powers, all congruent to 1  mod )1(3 pp . Then, there exists a Cayley 

graph of order )1(3 2 ppn , degree   2/2)1(3( rpn    ))1/)1((2 rp  

)1(2 n , and diameter 2. 

Mimicking the proof of Corollary 2 we conclude that for any integer constant 

1c  and for all degrees of the form  )1(3( pnd  2/2 r  

  cnrp 22))1/)1((2   the quantity )2,(dC  is bounded from below by an 

expression of the form )(3/ 2/32 dOd   for p . This bound is, in terms of the 

multiplicative constant at 2d , weaker than the result of Corollary 2. Nevertheless 

it applies to a rather different set of degrees and is therefore worth having in an 

explicit form. 
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